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The problem of O-controllability of linear systems with control restraint set Sz 
such that 0 # int Sz is investigated. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the linear time invariant system 
i = Ax + Bu, (1) 
where x E Rn and u E Rna are the state and control vectors, respectively. 
The admissible controls are all measurable vector functions u(t) valued in a 
subset Sz C Rm for all t E [0, a). For x,, E Rn the set S(x,) of x,-control- 
lability is the set of all points x E Rn for which there exists an admissible 
control function that steers x to x,, in finite time. The system (1) is called 
(ZocaZZy) x,-controllable if S(x,,) contains an open neighborhood of x,, . The 
following result is classical (see e.g. [l]). 
THEOREM 1. Consider system (1) with control restraint set Sz E R” satisfying 
0 E int 52. Then system (1) is 0-controZZabZe ;f and only ;f  rankQ(A, B) = n 
where 
Q(A, B) = [B, AB ,..., An-lB]. 
In a recent paper [2] Saperstone and Yorke extended Theorem 1 to the 
case where 52 is the closed unit hypercube in the nonnegative orthant in 
Rm, but restricted their attention to systems in which A has no real eigenvalues 
(except in the case when m = 1). Their result was subsequently extended by 
Brammer [3] in which the eigenvalue restriction was removed. Brammer’s 
main result is 
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THEOREM 2. Consider system (1) with the control restraint set Q satisfprzg 
the following conditions. 
(i) There exists u EL? satisfying Bu = 0. 
(ii) The convex hull of L?, CH(SZ), has nonempty interior in Rm. 
Then the following conditions are necessary and su$icient for the O-controllability 
sf (1). 
(iii) rankQ(A, B) = n. 
(iv) There is no real eigenvector v  of AT satisfying (v, Bu) < 0 for 
all u E Sz. 
Theorem 2 hinges crucially on the following well-known fact: given condi- 
tion (i), the system (1) is O-controllable if and only if 
(v) There is no nonzero v  E Rn such that (v, eAtBu) < 0 for all t >, 0 
and all u E Sz. 
The departure point in both [2] and [3] is an asymptotic expansion of 
(v, eAtBu). Both papers rely on the “oscillatory” character of A and make 
use of properties of almost periodic functions. In the present paper Theorem 2 
is proven by using only well known and elementary geometric properties of 
sets of controllability, thereby providing sharp insight into the nature of 
the dependence of O-controllability on the system data {A, B, Sz}, and in 
particular on the fundamental role played by rest points. The authors wish 
to acknowledge their useful correspondence with 0. Hajek, who in [4] gave 
a different short proof of Theorem 2. 
2. INTERIOR REST POINTS AND O-CONTROLLABILITY 
By a rest-point of system (1) we refer to a pair (x*, u*) such that 
Ax* -+ Bu* = 0, where x* and u* are called a rest-state and a rest-control, 
respectively. If u* is a rest-control such that u* E fi (u* E int &?) we add the 
prefix 52 (int Sz) to indicate this fact. 
In our ensuing analysis of O-controllability of the system (I), we will be 
concerned primarily with the case where 0 is an Sz rest-state. (We will later 
remark on the case where this assumption is removed.) Clearly the assumption 
that 0 is an Sz rest-state is equivalent to assuming 0 E BQ (assumption 
(i) of Theorem 2). Since it can be assumed, without loss of generality, that B 
has full column rank, this is equivalent to assuming 0 E Q. In view of 
Liapunov’s theorem on the range of a vector measure (see e.g. [l]), we can 
replace !Z with CH(sZ) in our discussion of controllability. Hence we shall 
assume throughout that Sz is convex. Furthermore, we can, without loss of 
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generality, assume int G’ # m (assumption (ii) in Theorem 2); for if 
int a = 0, then since D is convex it has nonempty interior relative to a 
proper subspace of R”. B can then be replaced by its composition with the 
projection of Rm onto this subspace. 
The following conditions, all of which are related to O-controllability are 
referred to in the sequel. 
(a) OELL 
(b) int Li # 0. 
(c) rankQ(A, B) = n. 
(d) There is no real eigenvector D of AT satisfying (er, Bu) < 0 for 
all u E G. 
(e) There is nonzero vector v in the kernel M(Ar) of AT satisfying 
(w, Bu) < 0 for all u E J?. 
(f) The set of int fi rest points is nonempty. 
(g) System (1) is x-controllable for each int L? rest-state X. 
Remark. Although (d) includes (e) as a subcase, we nevertheless state 
these conditions separately for purposes of clarity. 
LEMMA 1. Consider system (1) with convex restraint set Q C Rm satisfying 
(a) and (b). Then O- controllability implies that (c) and (d) hold. 
Proof. The proof is an immediate consequence of (v) (see e.g. [3]). 
LEMMA 2. Consider system (1) with convex restraint set Sz C R* satisfying 
(a) and (b). Then condition (e) implies that (f) holds. 
Proof. In view of (b), ri(BQ) is nonempty (where ri(BO) denotes 
the interior of B1;2 relative to W(B)). If the theorem is false, then 
W(A) n Bs2 C rb(BG) (rb(BQ) denoting the boundary of BSZ relative to 
W(B). By a well-known separation theorem of convex analysis, since 9?(A) 
and ri(BQ) are convex, there exists a hyperplane 64 containing W(A) and 
having ri(Bl2) in one of the open half spaces associated with 9. But if v is the 
unit outward normal to this half space then v E N(Ar) and (e) is violated. 
This completes the proof. I 
LEMMA 3. Consider system (1) with convex restraint set D E Rm satisfying 
(a) and (b). Then conditions (c) and (f) imply that (g) holds. 
Proof. For each int Sz rest-point (x*, u*) translate the coordinates so 
that (x*, u*) I+ (0,O) and apply Theorem 1. I 
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LEMMA 4. Consider system (1) with convex restraint set 52 C Rm satisfying 
(a) and (b). Then conditions (d), (f) and (g) imply O-controllability. 
Proof. First note that by (f) and the convexity of Q, the set X of int J2 
rest-states is nonempty and convex, and by (g) system (1) is x-controllable 
for each x E X. Thus if 0 E X there is nothing to prove. Clearly 0 E X (where 
X is the closure of X) and we shall henceforth assume that 0 E 8X. 
For x E X, in view of controllability, the set S(x) of x-controllability is 
open and convex. Similarly (see e.g. [l]), for x E X, the set Q(x) of x-attain- 
ability, consisting of all points y E R” for which there exists an admissible 
control that steers x to y in finite time, is open and convex. Given any 
x1 , x2 E X, let L(x i , x2) be the (compact) line segment joining x1 and x2 . 
Then the set UreL(z,.z,) T(x), where T(x) = Q(x) n S(x) is an open cover 
of L(x, , x,), and by compactness of L(x, , x2) has a finite subcover. Thus x1 
can be steered to x2 in finite time, and we conclude that there exist open and 
convex sets Q and S such that Q = Q(x) and S = S(x) for all x E: X. If 
0 EQ (3 S then O-controllability holds. So we assume that 0 $Q n S and 
complete the proof by showing that this contradicts (d). 
Assume first that 0 $ Q. Since XC Q, 0 E Q so that 0 E 8Q. Hence there 
exists at least one hyperplane 2 supporting Q at 0. Let V be the set of all 
nonzero vectors v satisfying (v, x) < 0 for all x E Q. Then V is a convex 
cone and the set V u {0} is convex and closed. Furthermore, since Q has 
nonempty interior, given any v E V, then -v 6 V. To complete the proof the 
following two sublemmas will be required. 
SUBLEMMA 1. There exists ?J E V such that (v, v) > 0 for all v  E V. 
Proof. Denote by C(Q) the smallest closed convex cone containing Q. 
Then V n C(Q) = o and it can be readily shown that, since VU {O] and 
C(Q) are both convex, closed, and containing only the origin in common, 
there exists an open and convex set S(V) containing V which is disjoint from 
C(Q). Hence, since C(Q) has nonempty interior, there exists a vector 5 such 
that the hyperplane Z6 = {u 1 V, u) = 0} strictly separates V from C(Q), 
i.e., (v, v) > 0 for all v E V and (8, x) < 0 for all x E C(Q). Thus P3 
supports C(Q) and hence also Q, and v E V. I 
SUBLEMMA 2. A linear transformation L: Rn + Rn such that LV C V has a 
jixed ray 77* in V, i.e., there exists a veal number a such that Lv = olv for each 
VEP. 
Proof. By Sublemma 1, there exists CE V such that (v, v> > 0 for all 
v E V, so that V C x where % is the open half space of Rn given by 
2 = {x ] (v, x) > O}. Let 9 be the (n - 1 dimensional) subspace of Rn 
given by 2 = {x / (5, x) = 0} and define the mapping JY: # -+ 2-7 by 
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d(x) = ((6, v)/(v; x)) x - V. This mapping is clearly continuous, onto, and 
for each 01 > 0 &‘(a) = d(x). Th us f  or each I E 9, the inverse image .JP~(Z) 
is a unique ray (emanating from the origin) in X. Define the mapping 
E: 2 -+ 9 by z(1) = Ak~-~(l) where, for a ray d C 2, LB = {Lv 1 v  E i”}. 
The mapping z is continuous and maps the (compact) subset J&‘V C 9’ into 
itself. Hence, by Schauder’s fixed point theorem (see e.g. [5]), z has a fixed 
point I* E ZI’V and hence L has a fixed ray 3* = ,d-l(Z*) C V which estab- 
lishes the sublemma. I 
Continuation of proof of Lemma 4. For each x0 EQ and each admissible 
control function u(t), x(t) is in Q for all t 3 0 where 
x(t) = eAtxO + 
s 
’ eA(t-+Bu(T) dT. 
0 
Thus, given any v  E V, we have 




t eA(t-T)Bu(T) d7) < 0. 
We readily conclude that 
(v, eAtxo) = (BAT%, x0> < 0, (2) 
and 
(v, eAtBu) < 0, (3) 
for all v  E V, all x0 E Q, all u E G and all t > 0. Thus, (d) is contradicted if 
we can show that V contains a nonzero real eigenvector of AT. 
It follows from (2) that given any z, E V, eATtv E V for all t > 0. Let 
{ti} -+ 0 be a convergent sequence of positive times. By Sublemma 2, eArti 
has a fixed ray bi C V for each i, and let z+ E di satisfy /I vi 11 = 1. Since the set 
{v E V j ]I v  /I = 1) is compact, the sequence {vi} has a convergent subsequence 
{v,} with limit point v*. Clearly v* is a nonzero eigenvector of AT. 
The case where C $ S is similar to the above since S = Q- where Q- 
plays the same role in the system k = --Ax - Bu as Q does in System (1). 
This completes the proof. I 
We summarize Lemmas l-4 in the following. 
THEOREM 3. Consider system (1) with convex restraint set Q E R” satisfying 
(a) and (b). Then the foZZowing sequence of implications holds. 
O-controllability -+ + 0-controZZabiZity. 
I  ,  
COROLLARY 1. Theorem 2 holds. 
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3. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The analysis of the previous section shows in a transparent way that the 
existence of int L2 rest-controls is crucial in assuring O-controllability in the 
case where assumption (a) holds. That this is also the case when 
assumption (a) does not hold is proved in the following. 
THEOREM 4. Consider system (1) with convex restraint set l2 C R* satis- 
fying (b) and 0 #Q. Then O-controllability implies that conditions (c), (d), (e), 
(f) and (g) hold. 
Proqf. If system (1) is O-controllable with restraint set Q it is surely 
O-controllable with restraint set CH{G u (0)). I 
Conditions (c)-(f) are in general, however, not sufficient for O-control- 
lability when (a) does not hold, and O-controllability depends, in addition, 
on the values of the real parts of the eigenvalues of A in relation with the 
distance of Q from the origin. 
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